(1) IE (t-G)=A (modP).
deg G<m
Here A, P, G denote polynomials in an indeterminate x with coefficients in a Galois field GF(p n ) of order p n . The product in the left member extends over all G of degree less than some fixed m\ the modulus P is assumed irreducible of degree k. As will appear below, we may without loss assume k>m.
The congruence (1) 
Then we prove the criterion : The congruence (1) is solvable if and only if each product (crj/(F m 
Some Properties of \p m (t).
We denote by \f/ m (t) the product appearing in the left member of (1). Also, we let 
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where i = 0, 1, • • • , m -1. By (5) and (6) 
The calculation of Dj is somewhat more involved. Expanding the determinant
with respect to the elements of the first row, we have on the one hand
say. On the other hand, it is easy to see that
If now we put
and (9) (5) and (7) we have the formula (10) ƒ,(**) = (-1)-'-"• Returning now to (4), we see that c and therefore, making use of (10), we have finally the generalized identity (11) * m+1 (t) = ff(t) -{^j "ƒ,(*).
For j=0, this reduces to the identity (2).
3. Necessity of the Criterion for Solvability. Returning to the congruence (1), we see, by repeated applications of (2), that, for m>k=deg P,
In the case m = k y it is evident that
and clearly the congruence
is solvable only for A =0, in which case it has p nk solutions. We may therefore assume without any loss in generality that m<k.
Making use of (11), we note that if (1) In particular P^O (mod P), and hence for fixed Uj the system (16) has a unique set of solutions /»-. It remains to show that, if the Uj satisfy the congruence (12), then
The proof follows closely the proof of (17). For simplicity we take only the case i = 0 of (18); the general case may be treated in exactly the same way, but the notation is somewhat more complicated. We have
F m Comparing with (17) and (19), we see at once that ti^ttf*". We have therefore proved the following result. THEOREM 2. The criterion (13) furnishes a set of sufficient conditions that the congruence (1) be solvable. To carry out the solution we first solve the congruences (12) for u 3 ; substitute these values in the right member of (16), and solve f or t 3 -= t pnl .
Note finally that the general solution of (1) is t+G, where t is a particular solution and G is any polynomial of degree <ra; this follows from iM* + G) = yp m (i) + *m(G) = iMO. (22) is congruent to a polynomial of degree ra -1 (which is surely <k), its vanishing entails the vanishing of its m coefficients; these are precisely the left members of (21). Thus we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. The congruence
